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Men's soccer nips UD, p. 15

Wright Start ceremony
opens academic year
By SHAWN RUBLE
News Editor
The first annual Wright Start ceremony
kicked off the academic year last Wednes
day in the multi-purpose room of the student
union.
This year's event attracted more than
250 students, faculty and staff.
Formerly known as the University Con
vocation, the Wright Start ceremony is "a
new way of starting off the new year and
making WSU a fun place to study and work,"
announced Faculty President Donna
Schlagheck, who opened the ceremonies.
Wright Start preluded with WSU' s own
4th A venue, singing their acapella favorites
and originals, followed by cheers from the
photo by Roland Lamantia
Wright State cheerleaders and a viewing
of
0
President Flack addresses
the thirtieth anniversary video. ,·
university at convocation.
Toby Pinkerton, Student Government
president, gave his address to the university
areas by working with area businesses.
community, presenting SG's goals for .the .
Pinkerton also plans to work with stu
upcoming year.
dent affairs to make Wright State University
In his plan, Pinkerton plans to continue
more student centered, by incorporting stu
work on student aid funding.
dent fees to include more student activities
"Student aid has been cut drasticaly and
and events.
SG will be working to increase funding for
Schlagheck also announced her plans as
higher education. Everyone needs to work
president of the faculty.
on funding and SG will see that it contin-She proposed the idea ofa faculty senate,
ues," said Pinkerton in his address.
.
which according to her is an "overwhelmPinkerton also plans to increase commu
nication between the students and faculty
and expand the shuttle service to outlining
continued on page 2

See "ceremony"

Devin Gordon enjoys a cold beverage from a Fall Fest vendor during
Friday's event. (See photo spread on page 11) ·
·

Governor appoints Schneider as student trustee
By TIFFANY Y. LATTA
Staff Writer
Two weeks ago, the Governor of Ohio
chose a new student trustee to represent
WSU' s student body for the next two academic years.
.
Governor George Voinovich appointed
NN Schneider, a fifth year Human Factors
Engineering major as the new student
trustee.
Schneider wasn't the first to know that
she had the position. The information was
printed in the Dayton Daily News before
she was told.
"The information was sent to the wrong

''Jbe~ieve she is a first rate person and has a
grasp of the issues. I have the utmost confi
dence in NN's ability."
-Greg Ulrich
address, but after finding out that I had it, I
was quite proud of myself," said Schneider.
Schnieder was one of four applicants
who was interviewed by the Student Selec
tion Committee of the last academic year,
which consisted of Greg Ulrich, the current

senior trustee, Shawn Kaeser, the former
senior trustee, former Student Government
Vice President Ben Keller, and Student Gov-_
emment President Toby Pinkerton.
Pinkerton said the student trustee appli
cants had to put forward their transcripts,

send a letter stating why they wanted to be
trustees, letters of recommendations com
ing from employees, faculty, as well as
political figures.
Four individuals were interviewed but
only three names were forwarded to
Voinovich. The three individuals were
Schnieder, Christopher Hoss and John Tho
mas Theobald.
"The student trustee applicants were
judged on the following factors: public
service, university experience and

See "Trustee"
continued on page 2
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Faculty receive awards of 'excellence'
wAE

During last Wednesday's
Wright Start ceremony, WSU
President Harley Flack presented
the Three Legs of the Stool Presi
dential Awards for competence,
collaboration and caring.
The recipients of these awards
are recognized for exemplifying
qualities for the three C's.
Awards given to distinguished
faculty include teaching, research
and professional service.
Five distinguished service
awards were also presented during
the ceremony as well.
Three Legs of the Stool Presi
dential Award recipients:
Teaching- Susan Praeger, Col
lege of Nursing and Health
Teaching- Thomas Sudkamp,
College of Engineering and Com
puter Science
Research-Thomas Hangartner,
College of Engineering and Com-

"ceremony"
continued from page _l

ingly positive idea" with the fac
ulty.
Other goals included recom
mending new bi-laws, as well as
promotions arid tenure revisions.
WrightState University presi
dent Harley E. Flack, closed the
ceremony by presenting the three
·legs of the stool awards for com
petence, collaboration and car
ing.
Flack is pleased that the aca-

puter Science
Professional Service- Maggie
MacDonald, College of Liberal
Arts
Professional Service- Marian
Kazimiericzuk, College of Engi
neering and Computer Science

FREDERICK A. WHITE
DISTINGUISHED UNIVER
SITY PROFESSOR- Daniel
Organisciak, School of Medicine

FREDERICK A.
DISTINGUISHED UNIWR
SITY PROFESSOR- Harvey
Sie.gal, School of Medicine

Distinguished Service
Award recipients:
ROBERT J. KEGERREIS
DISTINGUISHED AWARD OF
TEACHING- Ronald M~rkert,
School of Medicine
BRAGE GOLDING DIS
TINGUISHEDAWARDOFRE
SEARCH- Wayne Carmichael,
College of Science and Math
BRAGE GOLDING DIS
TINGUISHEDAWARDOFRE
SEARCH- Ronald Giebert, Col
lege of Liberal Arts

demic team is m place with the
selection of John Fleischauer, aca
demic affairs provost.
Flack thanked Lillie Howard,
who served as interim provost dur
ing the search this summer.
Flack then presented six goals
for the year which include vision
and planning, budget planning,
campus climate, student focused
initiatives, image enhancement and
accelerated decision making.
Vision and planning will be
implemented, through the Wright
State University Visioning, Plan-

photo by Roalnd Lamantia

President Flack congradulates Marian Kazimierczuk on his
professional service award.

ning and You, a publication deal
ing with vision and planning goals,
which will be completed in ni~e
months, according to Flack.
Budget planning goals include
a faculty salary increase for fiscal
year I997, and the Board of Trust
ees budget workshop in May 1996
to set the university budget.
Campus climate, the third goal
for the year, will be improved by
making the campus more purpose
f1.,d, open, just, disciplined,
celebrative and caring, according
to Flack.

Flack stated that student fo
cused initiatives will be improved
by implementing leadership de
velopment and student servant
programs.
Flack also plans to improve
image enhancement with in
creased media coverage, market
ing success and a proactive cam
paign.
Flack encouraged all students
and faculty to get involved, and
is "looking forward to working
with all of the university commu:.
nity this year."

MEETINGSANDEIIENTS
SEPTEMBER 20

SEPTEMBER 22

• LIBNET: Health Sciences Re
sources, Fordham Library, 11 a.m.

• Reception for "Portraits from the
Golden Age ofJazz" photographer William
Gottlieb, Student Union Art Gallery, 5 - 7
p.m. Call 873-5522.

• Introduction to Lexis/Nexis, 241
Library, 2 p.m. (Open only to faculty and
students working on classroom assign
ments.)
•Black Student Union meeting, E 163
Student Union, 2 p.m.
• Inter Club-Council meeting, Stu
dent Union W025, 2 p.m.
• LIB NET Introduction, 241 Library,

3 p.m.
• Eating disorders support group,
Campus Ministry, 3:30 p.m. Meets every
Wednesday through the quarter.
• Common Sense in concert, spon
sored by UAB, Multipurpose Room, Stu~
dent Union, 7:30 p.m.

SEPTEMBER 21
• Art lecturer and slide show by jazz
photographer Willaim Gottlieb, Student
. Union Art Gallery, 7:30 p.m. Call 8735522.

• Residential Community Associa
tion, Student Union W025, 4 p.m.

Fordham Library, 10 a.m.

• Maya Angelou road trip, sponsored
by UAB, Victoria Theatre, 8 p.m.

• Teaching Center Workshop: "Intro
duction to Multimedia Using Astound,"
054 Rike, IO a.m. to noon (Windows), 2 to
4 p.m. (Macintosh). Call 873-4522.

SEPTEMBER 24

• Gem and Mineral Show, McLin Gym,
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Also Sept. 23 and 24.
• Teaching Center Workshop: "True
Confessions of a Techno-Enthusiast: Criti
cal Perspectives on Technology and Teach
ing," with Adrienne Cassel, English, 062
Rike, noon. Call 873-4522.
• Student Government meetings, Stu
dent Union El 57, 4 p.m.
• UAB Cinema: Airplane, M252 Cre
ative Arts Center, 7:30 p.m. Also on September 23.

• UAB Cinema: Viva Las Vegas,
M252 Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.

SEPTEMBER 25
• Sexual Assault Awareness Week
Film: Killing Us Softly, Women's Center,
060 Rike, 7 p.m.
• Employee Bowling League begins,
Beaver-Vu Bowling Lanes, 6 p.m. Call
Rich Johnson at 873-2567.
• LIB NET Introduction, 241 Library,

SEPTEMBER 23

3 p.m.

CAMPUSCRIME
REPORT
THEFT
Aug. 31: A Springfield resident
reported her ATM card and her insur
ance card missing from the Frederick
A. White Center.

Sef>!. 6: A College otEngineering
an~ Computer ~91ence faculty mem•

• Basketball and Volleyball Tourney,
Woods Courts, 10 a.m.

SEPTEMBER 26

• Saturday Enrichment Session I. be
gins. Call 873-3135.

• Sexual Assault Awareness Week
"Take Back the Night March," Medical
Sciences Amphitheater, 7:30 p.m.

• Union Activities Board,
Union W025, 3:30 p.m.

• Kevin Unangst, Microsoft Systems
Engineer, sponsored by Institute of
Elecrtronic Engineers Computer Society,
7p.m., 144Russ, RSVPto873-5031,no
cost.

Student
• LIBNET: Health Science resources,

t>er. rep~rted two computer Chips, es
timating $125 each, missing from
Russ.

··

, . Sept. 1a:·AHamilton .

si

dent:reported her parkihg p

al•

f~tatidoash missing from th&Hamilton
Hall lobby.
.·
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Proposed building brings construction, renovation
B

OUGBROKAW
ging Editor

Wright State will begin con
struction of a new academic building in roughly one year, according
to Mike Schulze, architectural en- ·
gineer, engineering and construe. tion.
"We will be submitting our
capital plan in two to three weeks,"
said Schulze.
Based on a proposal that was
passed out at a recent dean's meet
. ing, the new building will be shared.
Two different scenarios are
under consideration for the future
use of the building.
The first scenario has the build
ing being occupied by the univer
sity administration and the .Col
lege of Nursing and Allied Health.
The reasons listed for the first
scenario ·are: Allyn Hall will be
vacant due to construction of the
new building. This will allow reno
vations to be made to Allyn Hall
more easily.
Most of the university admin
istration will be consolidated into
the n~w building by the third or
fourth quarter of 1998, according
to the proposal.

This scenario would allow the
College of Education ·and Human
Services the renovated space in
Allyn Hall by late 1999 or early
2000.
This· first scenario allows Mil
let Hall rehabilitation for the Col
lege ofLiberal Arts to be complete
in late 2001 .
The second scenario has the
· College of Nursing and Allied
Health sharing the building with
· the College of Education and Human Services.
Under this proposal, new spaces
for both nursing and education and
human services will be ready about
two quarters earlier than the first
· ....
scenario.

·• • • •
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Also, scenario two requires ~
renovations · to be scheduled in Artist's rendering of the new building, which will house either the _College of Education
th
nd
and the College bf Nursing, or the College of Nursing and the university administration.
phases for bo Allyn Hall a
Millett Hall, according to the prowould be at least $1.5 million more
posal.
"WSU is trying to insure that Bernhardt.
Renovations done in the phases than scenario one. In addition, the new building is designed to
The College of Nursing has
may be more costly and disrupt the .Allyn Hall and Millett Hall would meet a variety of .needs and pur been a priority for quite some time,
occupants of these buildings. Mil- be completed in late 2001.
poses," said Greg Bernhardt, pro according to Jane Swart, professor
Jett Hall would ex,perience a dis~
"We are currently doing space fessor and associate dean, College and dean, school of nursing.
ruption four to five quarters longer studies for four different depart ofEducation and Human Services.
"Sharing is more cost effective
than the delay projected in see- ments: Liberal Arts, College of
"The university is trying to in order to leave campus space
nario one.Education and Human Services, build a building that will meet the open," said Swart, "We welcome
According to the proposal, the · Nursing, and geveral administra greatest number ofacademic needs the opportunity to share with Edu
estimated cost for scenario two. tion functioys," said Schulze.
with limited dollars," said cation or the administration."

Office of. Residence Services _ Committee plans
experiences personnel changes to diversify WSU
By SUSANNA SHOCKEY

By KAVITA S. HATWALKAR

For the Guardian

Assistant News Editor

Due to rising numbers in cam · her new position is to get the resi
pus housing, a full time position
dential communiteis more . in
was needed to direct judicial af
volved, either in community gov
With the growth ofthe on-cam
fairs.
ernment or.events such as the Get
pus population, the Office of Resi
Brenda Mithcner, the new
ting Residnets Excited About To
dence Services . has experienced coordin~tiorofjudicial affairs, will
morrow (G.R.E.A.T.)retreatin Oc
personnel changes for the upcom
supervise all discipline on cam
tober.
ing year.
pus and keep track of all behav
Barbara Hy lard, the new gradu
The changes surround the di vi
ioral disturbances.
ate community director of College
sion of the coordinator of resi- •
Seeing the changes as a lateral
Park and Forest Lane, believes her
dence education position, dividing move within the department is
position allows her the opportu
it into coordinator of judicial af
Donita Pace, the new residence
nity to administrate housing, as
fairs and residence education spe education specialist.
well as learn from experience.
cialist, according toCynthia Wells,
According to Pace, the changes
"It is Residence Services way
new d irector of Residence Life at
bring about more detail and re
ofbeing educators by providing an
Wright State.
sponsibility to the job. .
avenue for me to be educated as a
Other changes include new
"I can.affect all the communi
graduate student," said Hylard.
management by a graduate student ties instead of just focusing on
Hylard's goal is to make the
implemented for College Park and Forest Lane or Hamilton Hall ,"
community governments more
0
Forest Lane, a full time Greek Life
said Pace.
successful.
coordinator, and new director of
Pace also said the addition of a
She said she wants to bring in
residence life for all WSU com
graduate student to manage the
her experience as an undergradu
munities.
Forest Lane community allows
ate to assist and give advice.
"The restructuring in Residence opportunities to gain experience
Education, according to
Services will better serve the resi
before moving to professional ven
Hy lard, must be carried over from
dents as well non-residents ," said
ues. o
the classroom into the residential
Wells, referring to residents and
"It makes it more marketable
communities.
those students who are involved too, when our students leave
"Overall, with Residential Serwith gree"k life.
Wright State to go to other sys • vices, I certainly believe that we' re
Gary Dickstein, former Village
tems. I think they are going to
trying to erase that line of educa
manager, is currently the full time
have a broader awarness of how
tion only happening in the class
c
inator for Greek Life.
they(the students) work," said
room, bringing education into all
, ells is the new director of Pace.
parts of the students' lives," said
residence life.
The primary goal of Pace in
Hylard.

The Committee for Interna
tionalizing Wright State is pro
posing a plan to diversify the
campus.
The committee was formed
winterquarter1994to "describe
the existing programs and other
opportunities in international
teaching, learning, research and
service at Wright State and to
prepare a plan to coordinate
and expand these opportuni
ties," said Anna Bellisari, chair
of the committee.
The committee was estab
lished by the Academic Council
under the faculty presidency of
Marguerite MacDonald.
'The best education you can
possibly get is to interact with
culture very different from your
own," said MacDonald.
Research has been con
ducted on existing programs
and opportunities, according to
Bellisari.
The committee established
several specific goals, accord
ing to Bellisari,. including:
• to enhance the interna
tional content of the WSU un-

dergraduate curriculum
• to provide more opportu
nities for WSU students, fac
ulty and staff to travel to and
study in other countries
•toenable international stu
dents and scholars to attend

wsu

• to become integrated into
the campus and local commu
nity
• to setve as resources to
WSU students and faculty
• to provide a resource io
the metropolitan communityfor
access to international educa
tion, communication and inter
action and to collaborate with
other local and internation in
stitutions in these efforts
• to establish a Center for
International Education to co
ordinate all international initia
tives and activities
• to develop a financial ba
sis for internationalizing Wright
State Universitythrough grants
and other funding sources
WSU President Harley
Flack thinks the endeavor is
very important.
"It's really high on my list,"
said Flack.
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DARKSrl~
BOO~ &COMICS
New & Used Comics * Used Books
Magic: The Gathering

FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Com ics Every Wednesday at Noonf
Dark Star I

Dark Star II

237 Xenia Ave (RL 68)

1410 W. Dorothy Lane

1273 N. Fairfield Rd

Yellow Springs

Hills & Dales S.C. • Kettering

Fairfield Plaza• Beavercreek

293-7307

427-3213

767-9400

-

Dark Star Ill

STRESSED?

Working long hours under stressful
conditions for average pay?

~

-

.

>/.lb•, > ~ ~

WE NEED
Store managers 18k + Crew Leaders $5.50 / hour
Co-Managers 16K+
Day help $5 / h our
Assistant Mangers $6.00 / hour

We are a fun place to work
Salaried managers average 44 hours per week
Closed all major holidays
shorter Sunday hours
Insurance package
Flexibility_with school schedules
Meal discounts
Clean, nea.!z casual uniform policy
.ttelaxed pace
Earlier closings, closers out within minutes

pply now...at any Subbys location or call
Su er Subb s Inc. at (513) 898-0996

Voter registration by phone
By LATELL MILLER
For the Guardian
Voter registration is now a
phone call away thanks to Ohio
Secretary of State Bob Taft.
As of Aug. 7, 1995, residents
of Ohio are able to use a free, 24hour voter registration hot-line.
The hot-line is beneficial to
college students because it offers
voter registration by the touch of a
button.
A pre-recorded message guides
the caller through the necessary
steps.
In approximately three to four
weeks the voter registration- appli
cation will be processed and the
student will be registered to vote.
"Students may vote in the
county in which they attend school
or request an absentee ballot," said
Maureen Brown, communications
director for Taft.
To vote in the county the uni
versity is located, the student must
have lived there 30 days prior to
election day.
"To request an absentee ballot
to register in your home commu-

The Wright State Pharmacy combines the

best of computerized record keeping with the
personal touch and skill ofhelpfufpharmacists.

nity, simply contact your county
board of elections," Brown said.
The absentee ballot can be
mailed or taken directly to the
County Board of Elections.
If mailed, the absentee ballot
needs to be received by noon the
Saturday before elections or ifhand
delivered, the absentee ballot must

be in by the Monday before elecAla
tion day," said Brown.
In order to qualify, the st~ lit
must be at least 18-years-old the
day of elections and be registered
in the county he or she plans to
register to vote in at least 30 days
prior to election day.
Election Day is Nov. 7.
0
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Location:
The pharmacy is conveniently located in the ·lobby of the
FrederickA. White Health Center on the Wright State campus.
Hours: 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
\
Monday through Friday
~
Telephone 513/ 873-3414
FAX 513/873-3155
· -
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Some of the most relaxing
things you like to do can
be hard on your skin...

What we offer you:
• Our QSI computer system is in 4,000 pharmacies across the country. The
QSI system keeps a permanent electronic patient record and provides
printed patient advisoiy leaflets. It checks all new prescriptions against your
record for potential drug interactions, keeps a record of patient medical
conditions and checks all new orders against your patient histoiy for
potential allergic interactions.
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic fonns.
• We cany many high-quality generic substitutes that we use for over 50
percent of the prescriptions we fill.
•If you need hard-to-find products, we can order th~m - usually the next
day - from one of three vendors that deliver daily to our pharmacy.
• We give a 10 percent discount to seniors (age 60 and over) and to WSU
students.
·
•Sixty e~rcent of our prescriptions come from doctors in the Frederick A.
White Health Center and 40 percent from outside physicians.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA and Discover cards..
•We also provide printouts of your prescriptions for insurance purchases.
•The average wait for your prescription is under IO minutes and often is five
minutes.

>}t\) ···

1

visit the

WSU Department of
Dermatology
Physicians:
Rosina Lin, M.D.
M. Luu, M.D.
A. Plotkin, M.D.
Jay Adams, M.D.

Call 513/873-3373

for an appointment
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of institutional researct), at+
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PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING
APPLICATION KITS (also includes
Federal Stafford and CitiAssist Loan
Applications):
O CitiMedical Program
(for students ofal/opathic and
osteopathic medicine)
D CitiMBA Program
(for graduate business students)
O CitiEngineering Program
(for graduate engineering students)
D CitiNursing Program
(for graduate nursing students)
O CitiGraduate Program
(for graduate students ofall other
disciplines)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:
Citibank (NYS), Attn.: SLC
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Apt._ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _Zip_ _ __
Telephone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Social Security#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(To better service you, be sure to fill in the Social Security number above.)
You are currently in: □ college □ graduate school Year of graduation _ __
Field of study _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of college/graduate school _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Are you a previous student loan borrower? □ Yes □ No

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 298.

CITIBAf:1~~

I
I

I

- - - ---

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com/HO/village/Cltlbank/CSLC.html

B
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OPINION

Credit on Campus
Issue No.2, Vol. 31
Wednesday, September 20, 1995
Editor In Chief -Anthony Shoemaker
Managing Editor- Doug Brokaw
News Editor- Shawn Ruble
Editorial Page Editor- Craig Napier
Spotlight Editor- Stefanie Badders
Sports Editor- Bill Shea
Asst. News Editor- Kavita S. Hatwalkar
Entertainment EditoF Alexis Larsen
Advertising Manager- Elizabeth Green
Business Manager- Karen Brewer
Graphics Manager- Julie Gerstner
Production Manager- Alexis Larsen
Chief Photographer- Roland Lamantia
Circulation Manager- Kristin Rathert
Copy Editor- Dianna Gibson
Production Assistant- Craig Napier
Staff Writers- Maggie Horstman, Geoff Kim,
Tiffany Latta, Bill Potter
Administrative Asst. Bill Potter
Events Coodinator- David Sykes
Advertising Rep~ Amanda Eaglen,
Kristin Rathert
Staff Photographers- Eric Dunn
Technology Supervisor -Chris Thomas
Archivist- Greg Short
Student Media CoordinatoF Debra Wilburn
Faculty Advisor- Jeff John

The Guardian is printed weekly during the
regular school year. It is published by students of
Wright State University in Dayton, Ohio. Edito
rials without bylines reflect the majority opinion
of the editorial board. Views expressed m col
umns, cartoons and advertisements are those of
the writers, artists and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules
established by The Guardian. All contents con
tained herein are the express property of The
Guardian. Copyright privileges revert to the
writers, artists, and photographers of specific
works after publication. The Guardian reserves
the right to reprint works in future issues.
© 1995 The Guardian

•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words
or fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may
be omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used

Companies should offer credit
counseling rather than T-shirts
Visa, Mastercard, Sunoco, Sprint, or Discover choose your weapon.
During welcome week the credit card companies
were out, offering free T-shirts, squirt bottles and •
candy. The goal of the credit card peddlers was to get as
many people to sign their names on the dotted line as
possible.
This week The Guardian asks is this right? Most of
the students we've talked to seem to think it is a good
· idea. After weighing the pros and cons, The Guardian
has to agree, with only a few words of advice.
Know your annual percentage rate before you fill out
the application. A T-shirt is going to seem minute when
you' re getting charged 22 percent interest on a bill you
can't pay. That equates to $44 a month on only a $200
balance; arid don't forget, after three months the bill
will be over $360 if left unpaid. This turns a trip to the
mall into a fourth of your quarterly tuition. Not all cards
are this high, but most are pretty close.
The point is easy to take. Credit cards can be a savior,
they can help students survive through thin times. They
offer security on trips, and they build the almighty
credit rating if they are paid off on a timely basis.
However, when abused they can definitely cause
undue stress, in a student's already hectic life. It isn't a
good idea to throw the plastic down at a bar for your
friends twenty-first birthday. Keeping the greatest dorm
CD collection probably isn't the most constructive way
to use a new found credit limit.
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By Kevin Kramer
The credit companies should put warning labels on all
their applications. Credit can be hazardous to your health.
The thing to remember is when you sign up for a credit
card it is your responsibility to make sure it stays current,
not the company you choose to use.

What do you think about credit
card companies on campus?
Matt Jamison
Junior
"I had trouble getting one when I
was younger, so it is good. I guess."
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Sports - 873-5536
Features - 873-5536
Advertising - 873-5537
Fax - 873-5535
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Tiffany Spahr
Freshman, Nursing
"I like it, because the more credit
cards I have, the happier I' 11 be."

All photos by Roland Lamantia

Jay Holden
Graduate Student, Psychology
"The credit card recruiters usually
give you good gifts, but high annual
percentage rates (APR). I would like
lower APRs instead of T-shirt!.,. ln a
W
big way."
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Student denied honors
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After the June graduation festivities class or two is not a big deal if it will
were over, and my joy at finally meanadifferencebetween graduating
. receiving my d~gree had faded to a with honors or not (or the difference
mere satisfied glow, I was surprised between one level of h~nors and
(but none too pleased) to receive my another), especiaily if they intend to go
diploma and discover.that, even though to graduate school. For other stµdents,
mySpringquartergradesheetindicated knowing this adjusted. GPA may
a 3.5 overall GPA, my diploma had.no preventthemfromunnecessarilytaking
· additionalcoursessolelyforthepurpose
"cum laude'' designation.
Apparently, during my six year of giving their GPA a slight nudge.
hiatus from Wright State., the policy
Yet,unlessstudentshavetranscripts
reg~ding calculation of grade point of their prior.course work so that they
averages for graduation honors was . candotheirowncalculations,orcontact
changed~ and grades from courses .the Registrar's office to askfor a special
which I took at Sinclair from 1980 to calculation,theydonotknowwhattheir ·
1982 ·were added to the calculation, ''graduation" GPA really will be.
bringing my "graduation" GPA down
The bottoin line is that if university
· to a 3.38. This made me ineligible for · policy calls for this adjusted GPA,
GPA frustration at having a 3.9 GPA students should see this GPA well
in my major but yet being denied before graduation.
If you are a transfer student, and are
·graduation honors which affects a large
.portion ofWright State's student body, using that "cumufative GPA". on your
which continue to vex me.
g_rade sheet to· determine your
The first question is by what graduation honors status, you should
reasoning the university includes grades do some investigating.
If I had known all of this, I would
frorri classes which were taken so long
ago that, ifl were_an incoming student · simply have waited until December to
they might not even be accepted to graduate. Instead, in an act ofcarefully
contemplated insanity, I gave my
meet current WSU requirements.
More of a concern, however, is diploma back (my only recourse,
why students never see this according to the Registrar) - until I
"graduation" GPA. The majority o f could get in those extra two A's to
students here have transfer hours from graduate with honors.
somewhere, and the grades for these
I worked too hard for the past three
courses may be a determining factor years · to surrender my honors
adopted this new policy, yet this designation to a not-so-carefully
adjustedGPAstilldoesnotshowupon c_o ntemplated (or implemented)
Lora Williams
transcripts or as the cumulative GPA university policy.
Senior
on grade sheets.
Classical Humanities
For many students, taking another

Melissa Cardulla
Sophomore, Education

"I believe that it should be allowed,
but not enough information is being
given to the new students. Without a
job, being students they are allowed
to receive it and then harassed when
they can't pay it."

"They got me to get one, but I
r~ly don't want it. Students just
;.~ it a free t-shirt. It's dangerous for
me to own credit cards."

Rajesh- Palamadai
Graduate Student, ·Electrical
Engineering
"I think it's cool because they come
on campus. They get back with us
faster and you have a good selection
of companies. It is helpful for people
coming in new."
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Lyndell Pittman
Senior, Rehabilitation
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Submit letters to the
editor on-line at
'~@d:siewrigt.ed/~

CORRECffO#
The Guardian would
like to apologize to Leslie
England, and April
Andrews. In the Raider
Voices section of last
weeks paper, England's
opinion was posted by
.Andrews photo. The
Guardian appreciates both
of their understanding.

Dear student,
I would like to take this opportunity to wel

are moving into leadership positions in major corpo

we need to look at having a few more students from

come you to the 1995-96 Wright State academic year,

rations regionally and nationally. We want to make

other countries, as we talk about globalization. We

and to share university matters ofparticular relevance

sure the public sees Wright State as the eminent uni

need _to have a rich environment here for our faculty

to you as a student.
As president, one of my current priorities is to

versity it is today, and no longer a small, commuter

and students to learn. One of the ways you learn, in

school in the suburbs.
Also, our university must incorporate enroll-.,

addition to being in a classroom, is to learn from ex
posure to individuals from different cultures and the

tives. For example, we're initiating the Student Ser
vant Leadership Development Program, which will

ment trends in its planning and visioning efforts. We

interactions you have on an informal basis with dif

need to ask not only how many students we'll have,

be led by two students: last year's presidential scholar

but what backgrounds they will bring through the front

ferent people.
Lastly, there are some specific things that have

Sue Seitz and graduate student Staci Pepitone. With

door. Are we talking about students who need reme

been proposed in terms of changing and improving

an advisory committee composed of faculty, staff,

dial work? Are we talking about students who are

the advisement structures, creating opportunities for

strengthen and improve our student-focused initia

students, and community members, the program will

college prepared? Are we talking about more part

students in their early years to have closer contact

involve students in servant leadership activities. This
is in line with the philosophy of Robert K. Greenleaf,

time than full-time students? Are we talking about

with faculty and departments and disciplines. Some

students who live on the campus versus commuter

mentoring activities and a new formulation for ac

the originator of the concept of servant leadership, .

students? Are we talking about students from outside

tivities within University Division have been initiated.

who says that society needs individuals who want

the state of Ohio? How many students should we have

We're trying to work on those things right now and

to serve first, rather than lead first. Wright State must

coming to us from other countries? Will people be

will continue to work on them over the year. We have

graduate students who possess not only technical

coming to complete degre~s in four or five years or

to consider the individual goals and aspirations ofeach

competence, but also empathy for other human be

will they really be looking for six or seven or more

one of you. Like Dean Witter says, we have to do it

ings, and individuals who are willing to make a dif

years to complete degrees? All these issues have an

one student at

ference-one person at a time.

impact on the type ofeducational experience we ought

Another of my priorities is the improvement
of the university's image. You, who comprise the stu

to be providing for you, our students. You are essen
tial to the University's Visioning Process. Become

dent body today, are so different from those who

involved. Share your views.

enrolled in the university's first years. The campus

As we talk about enriching our environment, it

has changed significantly and now we are classified

seems to me that we need perhaps to look for a few

as a doctoral institution. Some of our early alumni

more students from outside the state of Ohio. Clearly,

atime.

President Harley E. Flack

~ Wright State University

®

Dayton, Ohio
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Fourth Avenue
performs prior
to the faculty
convocation
last
Wednesday.
The quintet
sings
everything
from the doowop tunes of
the 1950s to
their own
version of
Boyz to Men's
"Thank You,"
and they also
create original
arrangements.
Pictured (from
left to right) are
Chris Steward,
Maurice Harris,
Scott Dawson,
Ryan Holway
and Jim
Brown.
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Photo by Roland Lamantia

Ouintet hits the r-oad for- success
.By SCOTT PENDLETON and
STEFANIE BADDERS

No, they have not signed a con
tract with Columbia Records as of
yet, but. a cappella group Fourth
Avenue is paving its way into the
college music scene.
Comprised of five former and
current Wright State students,
Fourth Avenue's sound covers
many styles, including Motown,
soul/R&B, doo-wop, and pop/rock.
Fourth Avenue has been per
forming their music for the WSU
community at numerous events
from last year's closing ceremony
for the NAMES Prbject AIDS
Memorial Quilt to last week's fac
ulty convocation.
So who makes up Wright State's
newest a cappella sensation?
Bass player Jim Brown holds a
finance degree fro,m Wright State,
but he said his first love has always
been music. Even though his· bass
lines rarely .contain words~ Brown
does not seem to mind. Some of
Brown's musical influences in
clude Billy Joel and Elton John.
Baritone Scott Dawson, who
received a music degree from WSU
and earned a graphic arts degree
f~jA Pennsylvania's Edinboro
· r. ersity, has been a member of
professional a cappella groups such

as The Company and Streetside
Harmony. He is known for his en
. ergy and humorous antics onstage.
Baritone Chris Steward adds a
distinct soul · sound to the group
and credits Luther Vandross as one
of his influences~ Currently pursu
ing a music education degree, Stew
ard demonstrates his vocal flex
ibility by switching between tenor
and ·baritone.

Kathleen McGirty, Fourth
A venue's current manager, said she
became interested in the group
when she heard them rehearsing in
the Upper Hearth Lounge.
"I wondered where this incred
ible music was coming from," said_
McGirty. "I brought our concert
chair (Fernando Waldron) for UCB
(currently UAB-UnionActivities
Board) up ther~, and he hired them

Six or . seven months later,
McGirty officially began working
with Fourth A venue as their man
ager.
"I approache~ them about my
contacts, who are talent . agents
through NACA (National Asso
ciation forCampusActivities), and
about maybe finding them a na
tional agent, and they were recep
tive to that," she said.

"One of their strong points is
that there is such a musical diver
sity within the group that it allows
them to be very diverse in their
sty le," said Mc Girty. "They can do
anything from songs from the 1950s
to what they do now. They' re do
ing their own twists on songs. They
do 'Jailhouse Rock' with Red Hot
Chili Peppers stuck in the middle."
McGirty gives some input on
the group's song selections, but the
band members do all their own
arranging of the music.
The group plans to gather
enough material to create a CE>, but
school and work make scheduling
studio time a difficult task.
In the meantime, Fourth Av
enue is hitting the road, getting
local gigs and preparing for a per
formance at the N ACA Great Lakes
Regional Conference on Nov. 2-5.
Two hundred colleges from Ohio,
for May Daze '94."
In 1994, McGirty·began search Kentucky, Michigan, western
Fourth Avenue's perfonnance ing for agents for Fourth A venue at Pennyslvania and West Virginia
of covers of popular sorigs at the the NACA Great Lakes Regional will participate in the conference.
Daze wowed the crowd, accordirig Conference.
"If they do well, colleges will
toMcGirty. Wright State's athletic
They are currently signed with book them," said McGirty.
department was so impressed that DCA productions in New York, a
With a lot of talent and a little
its members approached the group national booking agency, said luck, Fourth A venue dreams of
about sfoging at Raider basketball McGirty.
pursuing music as a career.
games.
While many a cappella groups
" Most bands pursue a record
"They were the.big hit.We had concentrate on certain types of deal, but getting out there and sing
many faculty and staff really enjoy. music, Fourth Avenue likes to ex ing is the best way to do it," said
them," said McGirty.
periment with different styles.
McGirty.

, , They can do anything from songs from the 1950s to
1. what they do now. They're doing their own twists on
songs. They do 'Jailhouse Rock' with Red Hot Chili Pep
pers stuck in the middle."
~Kathleen McGirty
Baritone Ryan Holway's rock
style vocals provide a unique di
mension to the quintet's sound. He
said he is currently on the "life
plan" at Wright State, and he may
someday emerge with a degree 1n
music.
Maurice Harris, tenor vocal
percussionist; has his roots in gos
pel music and is currently pursuing
a degree in music. He also sang in
Streetside Harmony with Dawson.
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Incoming female med students outnumber males
By ADRIANN PRATHER
For The Guardian

• Wright State's School of Medicine has seen a steady increase in
the number of women enrolling.
Sixty-one percent of this year's
incoming medical school students
are female;
Women outnumbered men once
before in 1992, when 54 percent of
SOM' s entering class were female.
This trend is not an isolated
event. Last year, 18 of the nation's
126 medical schools reported
women as the majority in theirfirst
year classes.
Does the increasing number of
women in medical schools suggest
that male students are becoming
lesscompetitive, while females are
hitting their stride?
"It reflects that women are com
patible," said one first-year female
medical student.
Medical student Jeff Kovacic
doesn't think male students should
feel intimidated by the influx of
female students.

"I don ' t think it makis a difference.. . as long as they belong,"
said Kovacic.
Other WSU medical students
suggested that affirmative action
may have played a role in the in
crease of female students. In a
Dayton Daily News article last
March, SOM Associate Dean for
Student Affairs Paul Carlson said
the school sets no quotas for admit
ting women and its academic re
quirements for men and women
are equal.
The fact Wright State focuses
on family-practice medicine more
than some of the older medical
schools in the nation may attract
more female medical students.
Besides the reputation of the
SOM, primary care training was
the main reason several female stu
dents gave for coming to Wright
State.
"I like Wright State," said one
female medical student. "I like the
cooperation between students as
opposed to the competitiveness of
a clinical facility."

Photo by Roland Lamantia

Senior nursing majors Lynn Rapp (left) and Amanda Jones are two of many female students
pursuing degrees in the medical field.

WSU women plan to 'take back the night' during march
By STEFANIE BADDERS
Spotlight Editor

A weeklong effort to educate the Wright
State community about sexual assault will
begin next Monday.
"The purpose of Sexual Assault Aware
ness Week is to create an awareness about
sexual violence and to encourage healthier
sexual relationships," said Kelli Zaytoun
Byrne, director of the Women's Center and
co-coordinator of SAAW.
On Monday at 7 p.m., the film Killing Us
Softly will be shown in the center, located at
060 Rike.
"It's an old, very powerful film that truly
reveals how women are portrayed in the
media and the messages that we send that we
just take for granted," said Byrne. _" We don't
realize the kind of impact they have on us
and society in general."
The "Take Back the Night March" on
Tuesday will start with a rally in the Medical
Sciences Amphitheatre at 7:30 p.m., giving
attendees a chance to share their experiences
of being victims -or friends of victims of
sexual violence.
"The purpose of the gathering at the
beginning of the march and the march itself
is to feel empowered, supported, and (to
allow women to) have a voice to speak out
about a very serious problem," said Byrne.
After the discussion, participants will
march through campus, walking in areas
where some women otherwise would not
venture to by themselves, said Amy Sues,
health educator and co-coordinator of

SAAW:
"I think there are probably few women
who feel comfortable walking alone at night.

The message that we're sending is that it is criminal sexual act against women-rape,"
"It's the same people as last year, but
with a different story," said Sues.
important for us to walk alone, together as he said.
Lewis also plans to identify ways in
"One of the reasons that we're excited
women," said Byrne. "It will give women an
opportunity to walk alone, to feel safe and to which men can support local domestic vio about the focus of that performance is that 75
percent of victims know their attackers, and
say, 'we can do this together as a large lence shelters and rape crisis centers.
Continuing SAAW activities, Union Ac we know that it's very important on all
group.'"
Byrne ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ti Viti e S campuses to educate people about dating
and dating rights," said Byrne.
hopes the
!though it is important to talk about Boa rd is1 violence
Byrne believes the march should focus
march will
sexual violence and violation of all
~
on women, since sexual violence is prima
bring to light
that sexual people, it is important to state that this is a showing rily a women's issue. At least 95 percent of
assault and women's issue."
of the film people who are victims of sexual violence
the fear of
-Kelli Zaytoun Byrne what 's are women, she said.
"Although it is important to talk about
being as - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Love Got
saulted is a serious problem for everyone, To Do With It? on Sept. 27. The film depicts sexual violence and violation ofall people, it
singer Tina Turner's violent relationship is important to state that this is a women'~
especially women.
issue," said Byrne. "We are very sensitive
"(We want people to realize) it's a prob with her former husband Ike.
Traveling acting troupe Power Plays will that even men are sexually assaulted... but
lem that these women have to walk together
in a march to make the statement that we are return to Wright State on Sept. 28 to perform we think it's important that this particular
not safe doing this by ourselves," said Byrne. an interactive drama called, Dating Vio march focuses on women."
Calling escorts or planning to take differ lence, Dating Rights. Power Plays will per
Contact the Women's Center at 873ent routes at night are everyday precautions form at 7:30 p.m. in M106 Creative Arts 4524 or the Office of Campus Activities and
Orientation at 873-5570 for more info.
that women must take to survive, and these Center (the concert hall).
actions are often for granted, said Sues.
"This is a night that we (women) won't
have to wonder or look behind us," said
· Sept. 25 through Sept. 29
Sues. "It is not just about full-fledged sexual
assault."
·=:;=:Monthiy-:'.• Fihlt
7
Cepter) . .
Faculty, staff, students and the surround
ing community are invited to participate in
1
this second annual march.
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A men's discussion led by Public Safety
Director Bruce Lewis will take place during
1
1
.s·
Tuesday's rally in 140 Health Sciences.
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determine the nature and extent of sexual
Jviolence against women," said Lewis. "I
want to discuss how sex violence is a con
tinuum ... it starts withjokes that are demean
• Tbursday~..•
ing to women, and it often ends with the most
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festivities on the Quad

Bill Shea, The Guardian's beloved sports editor, gets a pie
shoved in his face by lnterClub Council President Katie Laux.
Students take a break from afternoon classes for a.jam session.
Master Srgt. David J.
Kantor, Army ROTC
instructor, adjusts senior
nursing major Lynn Rapp's
safety brace as Rapp
prepares to rappel down
Millett Hall.
Minutes later,
Rapp successfully
takes the plunge.
ROTC offers rappelling
instruction during fall and
spring quarters. Students
can receive one credit hour
towards graduation if they
sign up for the class.

Many booths, including the raffle booth pictured above, offered information, food and other
goodies to students.
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Clo kers fails to do the.right thing
CLOCKERS

Spike Lee aptures life fij inner-city
unlike any .director working in fibn. Martin
Scorsese is the master of gruesome gangster
tales that have dripped blood on the screen
for nearly three decades (Mean Streets, Taxi
Driver, Goodfellas). In Clockers the two are
working together, unfortunately the pair don't
live up to expectations.
Clockers focuses on the life of Spike a
"clocker" (a low level drug dealer) dealing
for local drug lord Rodney Little (Delroy
Lindo). Newcomer Mekhi Phifer gives a
magnificent performance as Spike.
Victor Dunham (Isaiah Washington) has
a family, two jobs and has just confessed to
killing a local pu her.
The neighborhood is stunned, Victor was
an upstanding young man, why would he do
such a thing?
That is the question veteran homicide
detective Rocco Klein, played by Reservoir
Dog's Harvey Keitel, is trying to solve.
Rocco believes Victor is hiding something
and that his younger brother Spike knows
more then he's saying.
The majority of the film centers on ·the
relationship between Klein and the young
Spike. The chemistry between the two is
powerful and often humorous. Deep under
his racist, hard-boiled attitude Klein has a
deep concern for Spike and his future life.
There is also the relationship between
Spike and Rodney. Spike looks to Rodney as
a father figure, however, Rodney looks to
Spike like a business associate and if Spike
gets out of line Rodney is prepared to take
action
It seems as if everyone is after Spike and

Phifer perfqrms like a pro in this very difficult role.
Where Clockers shines is in its interpre
tation of inner-city life in the projects. Lee
drills it into_the viewer that just because you
live in the projects does not mean you're a
gangster or drug dealer.
A strong supporting cast is where Spike ·
Lee receives his highest mc}.rks. The every
day people living in a "concrete jungle" that
modern America has been taught to fear are
far from the stereotypes they have been
associated with.
"There are all kinds of people in Clock
ers," Lee said. "It's not just cops and crack
dealers. There are a lot of people who are
hard working, but who are not able to get out
of the projects."
Where the film fails is in its storytelling.
The plot, often confusing and drawn out at
times, seems to be moving in too many
directions.
It is the subliminal messages Lee hides in
his works that make them so powerful.
An example of this is the opening credits
for Clockers which r I over scenes of dead
and mutilated bodi s. J'his is some of the
I n ve seen on the big
hony Shoemaker)

That is the question surrounding this
brash, smart and intriguing thriller from
director Bryan Singer (Public Access).
Kevin Spacey, in a great performance,
plays a crippled con artist named Verbal.
The story is narrated by conversations Ver-

photo courtesy of Universal Pictures

Rocco Klein (Harvey Keitel), tries to get the truth from "clocker" Strike
Dunham (Mekhi Phifer.
bal has with a special investigator (Chazz
Palminteri).
Spacey and four other convicts spend a
night in jail together over a hijacking charge,
only one of the five .committed the hijacking
but the five become close.
Was itmeant to be that the five spent the
night in jail? That is the interesting part. In ·
this whodunit everyone is a suspect.
When the five discover that the hijacked
objects belonged to Soze they begin to fear
fortheirlives, and they all start dropping like
flies.
·
Soze sends his errand boy, played .by
Pete Postlethwaite, to· tell the group what
they have to do to pay back the mysterious
Soze.

Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Kevin
Pollak, Benicio Del Toro and Spacey give
strong performances as the fab five of Usual
Suspects.
When the five go to commit the crime
only one, Spacey, survives and it is his
· interpretation ofthe events that makes.up the
plot of Suspects .
Palminteri (A Bronx Tale) drills Verbal
on everything relating to the crimes and
Soze, who every .criminal is afraid of but
none have liv.ed to de~cribe him
In the tradition .of Tarantino's Reservoir
Dogs, though not quite as offensive, Sus
pects delivers hundreds of plot twists and
sharp.dialogue which launches the fall movie
. season with a bang.(Anthony Shoemaker)

wsu students make final cut in band playoffs

By Craig Napier
Editorial Editor
More than 600 people braved
the cold, wet conditions at Fraze
Pavilion to see the final round in
Canal Street Tavern's 13th Annual
Dayton Band Playoffs, which in
c1uded original music from Shrug,
Wordlove and Nidea.
The Sunday night show was the
culmination of months of qualify
ing rounds which. began ·th 48
bandsinJune. The final saw hrug
win withNideaandWordlove fol
lowing respe tively.
The contest was juaged y the
crowd, who rece·ved one vote a
piece for each _I)
All the ther oundsoftheplay
offs were played at Ganal Street,
which is located at 308 East First
Street in Dayton. This was the first
year that the finals were held at

Fraze.
"In general, it is just really cool
not to have people wait outside for
the finals," said Mick Montgom
ery, Canal Street's owner.
He added that Canal Street had
been filled to capacity during other
final rounds. The finals this year
weren't great financially, accord
ing to Montgomery butartltstt<;ally
it was wonderful.
The band
are:
ug w
V

nson on dro

ard on ass; .and Wordlo·ve with
Jaffe Daus on rhythm guitar and
vocals, Damon Shame on lead gui
tar and vocals, Jim Lautensleger
·on bass and Jon Carroll on drums.
_With Shrug playing a song ori-

ented mixture of rock, jazz and
tight rhythms, Nidea playing
heavy-grooved alternative rock,
and Wordlove playing their "funky
rock-soul-pop," the venue was var
ied.
"I was happ.).:
that made th
" said
Lautensleger.
ed

ee differe

,....... . ~~L.. .

·f

h
t
w ad"ve
good
v ·ety .U also said, "I was happy
to oe apart of it. Not just to win, but
to be in it. It reaffirmed my faith in
the local music scene."
"Gojng into this, to me, the
prize was playing the Pavilion,"
said Carroll, who is a senior an
thropology major at Wright State.
"It wasn't just us, but all the

bands thought it was a really neat place and other things including
experience to play a venue that legal advising and stuoio time.
Wiedner said he wasn't sure what
size," he said.
· Lange had a different take on they would do with the recording
the evening. Be aiditw-ase?tciting time.
to have a room set asis:fe Jor his
Weidn~r also drew attention to
band, Nidea, with beverages and a the amount.of go d bands Dayton
· has in its music s.ce.Qe, when com
place to relax.
Sprug~ who took in more pare& to the sizo of other cities.
He mentione<i some ofthe other.
an 180 votes at the show, plans to ·
'•get ut ofi town," said '\Veidner. bands in the contest were also ex
The band, who has been a unit for cellent. They include: Flying Blind,
aim st one year, has and will play Gulliver's Traveling Medicine
total of 13 shows from Sept. 6 Show, Triggerfish, Crusty Watch
through Oct. 6.
Guys, Stonehenge and S_kin _Limo.
He added .that they hope to
· One unique point to this years
branch out of Dayton city by city, competition was the positive at
first going to Columbus and Cin mosphere of the finals.
cinnati.
"Neither of the · three bands
·The singer also said that with would have minded losing to any
· their winnings the band will pay of the others," said Daus.
off the debt incurred by their last
"I think this year it's cool be
studio effort.
cause everyone is frien " said
The band won $1,000 for first Shame.
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Plethora of listening options for the music lover
There has been of late a pheno
1 spillage of brand spanking
, not-so-new and moldy
old groups to emerge and, in the
moldiest of cases, be rediscovered
on the listening horizon.
I can tell you that my docket has
been slotted with Alanis Morissette,
R usted Root, HeavyShift and
Alessandro Marcello, to name a
few.
Morissette emerged on the
music front a little over 10 weeks
ago with Jagged little Pill, and all

was calm. But due to the combina
tion of MTV picking up her hit
"You Oughta Know" and airing it
40times a day (I admit I'm prone to
exaggeration) and the quality of
the album itself, the charts were
not fated to be safe.
The calm before the storm gave
other big names (Michael Jackson
being one of them) a false sense of
security, and when Morissette fi
nally took to the charts, no one was
safe. She grabbed the No. IO spot
in August and has been climbing

-

ever since.
Morissette has experienced suc
cess with good reason. She
screeches and roars, rants and raves
like a pro, which explains why she
has been compared to the likes of
Sinead O'Connor, Liz Phair, Tori
Amos and Courtney Love, four
women widely considered (by
myself and others) to be some of
the best in the business.
Morissette's music has a raw,
sloppy beauty that keeps me tuning
in every time.

,

Unlike Morissette, Rusted Root
has been around the block so-to
speak, which like Granny says is,
"all the more reason for you to

,
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BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COl\fi>ANY; ASI( FOR
SO1\ffi LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
'7ou put more than just your savings into a · .
.I. retirement company. You put in your trust and
hopes for the future, too. So before you choose one,
ask some questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound is its
overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers is in the
ratings of independent analysts. Four companies, all
widely recognized resources for finding out how
strong a financial ~ervices company really is, gave
TIM their top grade.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, -TIAA
IS LETTER PERFECT.
TIM received A++ (Superior) from A.M.. Best
Co., AM from Duff & Phelps Credit Rating Co.,
Aaa from Moody's Investors Service and AM from
Standard & Poor's. These ratings r~flect TIM's
stability, sound investments, claims-paying ability
·and overall financial strength. (These are ratings of

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

.insurance companies only, so they do not apply
toCREF.)
And TIM-which, backed by the company's
claims-paying ability, offers a guaranteed rate of return
and the opp~rtunity for dividends-is one of a handful of
insurance compan~es nationwide that currently hold
these highest marks.

CREF, FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD ~ow.
For"further growth potential and diversification,
there's the CREF variable annuity, with seven different
inve~ent accounts 'to give you the flexibility you want
as you save for the future. 0
Together, TIM and_CREF form the world's largest
private retirement system based on assets under
management, with over $145 billion in assets ._and more
than 75 years of experience serving the education ·
community. For over a million and a half people
nationwide, the only l~tters to remember are TIM-CREF. .

SM

•Not all accounts are available under the basic retirement plans at all institutions. They are, however, all available for TIAA-CREF Supplemental
Retirement Annuities (SR.As). CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services.

listen to them with." (I'm sorry; I
just had a Red Riding Hood flash
back.)
Rusted Root's latest, When I
Woke, has been spinning in my
stereo since the fateful day I pur
chased it.
Root's major label debut is a
stunning piece of artistry. It is an
intensely powerful, moving, groov
ing, funky disc filled with great
acoustic vision.
Woke fuses traditional and non
traditional influences together, cre
ating one heck of a ripe and infec
tious listening punch to the ears.
Its blasting energy on tracks such
as "Ecstacy," "Food and Creative
Love" and "Infinite Tamboura" fill
the spirit breathing new energy in.
One of the best things that
comes out though Root's music is
a strong tribal infl uence, givi ng
Woke a blend of harmony, rhythm
and melody that lingers long after
listening which, by the way, will
leave you begging for more .
Another band that I have devel
oped quite an unhealthy obsession
with (requiring intense therapy) is
HeavyShift (HS).
Can I just say freakin' awe
some. These guys (William South,
ke yb oard virtuoso and John
W allace, saxophonist) can blow!
Thei r album Unchain Your
Mind is an aptly titled, heart
wrenching, mind-expanding and
just really fantastic debut album.
Mind was originally released
by an indi-label in England and
burst on the scene in a major way,
capturing the title of London's
JazzFM Album of the Year.
It makes my mind race and my
s_o ul fly. The first track alone is
enough to set me into sugar shock.
Instead of producing a jazz album
filled with weak, mellow instru
mental elevator music, HS chose
to put jazz on crack and, let me tell
you, it is working for them. Mind is
a smart, cohesive, fun listen.
Lastly, I'd like to touch on the
genius ofAlessandro Marcello who
emerged on the music scene a little
over 290 years ago. Although a
decomposing composer (1750) as
Monty Python so aptly puts it,
Marcello could compose his way
out of a paper bag.
I'm especially smitten with his
concertos for oboe and strings. The
strings provide that underlying
power structure and "miracle whip"
zing for the oboe to float on top of.
The oboe is lovely and light,
rich and quick working with the
other elements to make enchanting
harmony, captivating the listener.
Truly a massage for the soul.
This collection of music has
tapped into my senses . . . it comes
with my highest recommendation .
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Several new parking regulations have been implemented -for the 1995-96 academic year,
when all commuters will be required to display permits to park in any campus lot.
A new "R" (remote) permit is available for
Lot 20 (K lot) and Nutter C~nter Lots 7 & 8 for
$5 per quarter. The free campus shuttle
service will be provi~ed to and from .Lot 20,
the NutterCenter, Millett Hall and the Student
Union when classes are in session during
fall, winter and spring quarters. Buses or vans will run
every 10-15 minutes from approximately 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., Monday through Thursday and from 7 a.m. to .
· 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Faculty and staff who park in any other campus ;: ;: .:;~
. ~
lot must display "B" permits, which cost $25 per ·
quarter or $90 for the year. Commuter students may
purchase "C" permits, which cost $20 per quarter or
$70 per year. Drivers with disabilities will be
required to purchase WSU parking permits for the _ _
lots they use, in addition to display'ing their
appropriate state-issued handicap permits.
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SPORTS
aiders shoot down Flyers, 1-0
By BILL POTTER
Staff Writer
The men's soccer team contin
ued its unbeaten streak with a 1-0
victory over the Dayton Flyers.
The Raiders went into the game
· with a 1-0-1 record, taking on a
Flyers squad who had a record of
3-1; in the cross-town shoot-out.
The game was played at the
.Wright State Soccer Field with a
season-high 517 people in atten
dance.
The game was a defensive
battle, with both teams playing a
very aggressive style.
"The team did a very good job
of maintaining possession, and not
giving UD much of an opportunity
to do anything offensively," said
WSU Assistant Coach John
B urgmeier. "Our defense has been
the strong point of our te~m, we
have controlled the- flow of the
game and that has allowed our team
to perform well and be succes-s.
ful."
WSU' s lone goal came off the
head of Jared Raftery at the 77:25
mark of the game.
Sophomore midfielder Shaun

Photo by Roland Lamantia

Michael Sylborne, left, and Justin Marshall, center, close in on
Whitehead got an assist on the goal
when he booted a corner kick into
Raftery, whose diving header was
the game winner. •
"I don't think any of us have
played up to our potential yet, but
we are young and only going to get
better. Last year; we had a lot of
great individuals, this year we have
a great team," said Whitehead.
While other members of the
team agree they have a great squad

potentially, · they all realize they
have a lot of work to do and no
game is going to be easy.
''The·conference games are al
ways · the most difficult on the
schedule, but the UD game is a
cros.s-town rivalry and both teams
throw the records out the window
and know they are going to battle
each other fiercely," said
Burgrneier.
WSU next traveled to Waldo

a Flyer ball handler

Stadium where they faced the
Western Michigan University
Broncos.
WSU went into the game com
ing off an emotional high after their
victory over UD and sporting a 20-1 record.
The Broncos came into the
game with a 2-2 record, but very
determined to play hard and try to
win.
They could not handle the pres-

sure applied by the Raiders and fell
in defeat by a score of 2 to I .
The Broncos were simply
outgunned by the Raiders, who
more than doubled WMU' s shots
on goal, 14-6.
"We played well, but not nearly
as good as we can. We merely
played well enough to win," said
Charley Houck, a sophomore
midfielder. "We are definetly a
better team than last years squad.
We are very young and the longer
we play together the harder to beat
we are gonna be."
WSU' s Houck and Jared
Raftery had one goal each for the
Raiders, while junior Shad
Jeanfreau and sophomore Shaun
Whitehead each recorded an assist.
The one brightspotfortheBron
cos came from forward David
Fernandez, who scored their only
goal of the day off of a comb~ned
assist from defender Marc Potvin
and midfielder Kevin Klein.
The Raiders will host Loyola
University in their first Midwest
ern Collegiate Conference match up
of the season Sept. 22 at the WSU
Soccer Field.
Kickoff is slated for 3 p.m.

Volleyball comes up short against the Big Ten
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Staff Writer
The Blocksport Challenge vol
leyball tournament, hosted by
Wright State, was held this past
Friday and Saturday in the Nutter
Center's McLin Gym.
After winning two five-game
matches the Wright State volley
ball team had high hopes of a third
tournament title this season, but
Indiana took that hope away.
WSU had started the season off
by capturing the Jefferson Cup
Tournament and the North Caro
lina State tournament enroute to a
7-0 start.
The Raider's only loss of the
season heading up to the Blocks port
Challange was the home opener
against nationally-ranked Ohio
State 3-1 on Sept. 12.
The losses to the Buckeyes and
Hoosiers are the only setbacks
WSU has suffered so far in 1995.
Things started off well for the
R~ic!,ers in their first home touma
r.
since 1991 as they sank the
U.S. Naval Academy in three

W

WSU fell early in the match
straight games. WSU torpedoed
scoring
only three total points in
the Midshipmen 15-3, 15-9 and .
the first two games.
15-8.
The Raiders would not roll over
The Raiders second foe of the
and
play dead as they came up just
tournament was Valparaiso Uni
short of a third comeback.
versity.
After losing the first two games
After winning the first two
games in comfortable fashion 15-4 1-15 and 2-15, WSU dug deep and
and 15-7, WSU let the Crusaders decided not to give up.
The rally would only last long
slip back in to it with two victories
enough for the Raiders to lose a
of their own, 12-15 and 5-15.
The Raiders came back and won heartbreaker, 13-15.
Indiana won the tournament
the fifth and deciding game, 15-5.
The second day of the tourna with a record of 3-1 while the Raid
ment also witnessed an unbeliev ers would have to settle for the
able comeback by WSU when they runner's-up trophy.
Steve Opperman, head coach
faced the Thundering Herd of
Marshall University early in the of the Raiders, said he is happy
with the way his team played over
afternoon.
The match started off with all.
"It was nice to see the kids
Marshall taking the first two games,
come back and play hard (against
5-15 and 11-15.
The Raiders responded by rip Indiana)," said Opperman.
Junior Mollie Schuler said that
ping off three straight wins, 15-7,
15-3 and 20-18 to take the thunder the team played better the past two
weekends (Jefferson Cup and North
out of the Herd.
The thrill of victory would es Carolina State tournaments).
"The teams have games under
cape the ·Raiders when they faced
the Indiana Hoosiers in the cham their belt now. Before they didn't
pionship rnatch of the tournament. know what they needed to do, now

Photo by Roland Lamantia

WSU stumbled against OSU, a 1994 Final Four team
they do," Schuler said.
The Raiders begin conference
play this weekend with matches at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee on Sept. 22

and Wisconsin-Green Bay on Sept.
23.
WSU comes home to face in
terstate rival Cincinnati, Sept. 26.
et -A
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Raiders finally reach win column

Sports Briefs
Moore named as coach: Former Raider volleyball great Jen
Moore was named the head volleyball coach at Centerville High
School. Moore led the Midwestern Collegiate Conference in hitting
percentage (.387) and was ranked 10th nationally in that catagory
and was named Second Team All-MCC after the 1994 season.
Volleyball players nab honors : Raider volleyball players
Jennifer Bringman, Mollie Schuler and Lisa Dearden have captured
numerous honors as WSU rolls through its 1995 campaign.
Bringman was named the MVP of the Jefferson Cup tournament and
all-tournament at the N.C. State Tournament and Blocksport
Challange. Dearden earned all -tournament at the Jefferson Cup and
N.C. State Tournament, while Schuler grabbed all-tournament at the
Blocksport Challange.
Injuries hit soccer teams: Both the men and women's soccer
teams have been hit by the injury bug this season. For the men's
squad, Chad Kingsbury is out for the year (ACL tear), while Tiffani
Gover (foot) and Angie Glueckert (ACL tear) are out for the
women.
Raiders on television, radio: The volleyball game against Ohio
State will be the next Raider athletic event shown on Continental
Cable Channel 30. Broadcast times are scheduled for Sept. 24 at 6
p.m. and Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. "Raider Weekly," a half hour sports
highlight and preview show, will be broadcast every Thursday at
7:30 p.m. on CCN channel 30. Also, WWSU-FM 106.9 will be
airing a sports show on Mondays and Fridays.
Tribe tickets sold out: Fans wishing to head up I- 71 to see the
American League Central Division champs, the Cleveland Indi~ns,
are out of luck. Tickets for Cleveland's first two playoff games in 41
years at Jacob's Field sold out after two hours.

By BILL SHEA
Sports Editor
The Raiders posted their first
victory of the 1995 season in a
most convincing fashion on Sept.
16, a 7-1 drubbing ofRobert Morris
University.
Though the team has struggled
the past few seasons, they were
able to put together solid back to
back halves of soccer agai nst Rob
ert Morris, something they have
had trouble doi'ng recently.
The victory comes after a 1-0
shutout at the hands ofMidwestern
Collegiate foe Detroit on Sept. 13.
With the win over Robert
Morris the Raiders improve their
record to 1-3-1.
Junior Tina Stonitsch opened
the scoring at the 3:21 mark with
her first goal of the season.
·Stonitsch leads Wright State with
16 shots.
Freshman Kelly Hartman fol
lowed up with her first two career
goals as a Raider.
Another freshman, Heather
E_nnemoser, added a goal near the
end of the half to help the Raiders

take a 4-0 lead into halftime.
Robert Morris scored their lone
goal early in the second half as
Kelly Haggard beat reserve goal
keeper Maggie Horstman, a junior,
on a crossing shot. Freshman
Ashley Auld started the game in
goal and had Wright State's only
save.
The Raiders answere d the
Colonials later as Ennemoser struck
for her second goal of the after
noon.
As the game came to a close,
the Raiders wrapped up their scor
ing as Stonitsch was able to con
nect on her second goal.
The Raider's Ann Burrell, a
freshman, made good on her only

This Week in Women's Soccer
What: Massachusetts Tournament
Where: Amherst, Massachusetts
When: Sept. 22, 24

Sept. 22
Sept. 24

@

@

Home games in bold

• TEAM

Butler
Detroit
Cleveland State
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Wright State
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Illinois Chicago
Northern Illinois
Loyola

-

MCC

2-0-0 6-0-0
5-2-0
2-2-0
5-1-0
3-0-1
0-0-0 1-3-1
0-1-0 1-5-0
0-2-0 2-3-1

0-2-0 2-3-0

TEAM

MCC

Butler
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Detroit
Wisconsin-Mifwaukee
Northern Illinois
Loyola
Wright State

1-0-0 2-2-0
1-0..0 3-1-0

Standings are thru Sept.

Overall

1-0-0 3-1-0
1-0-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
0-2-0

18,

3-3-0
3-2-1
1-3-0
1-3-1

1995

Last Week's Results
Team
Men's soccer
Men's soccer

Women's soccer
Women's soccer.

Opponent

Result

Dayton
W, 1-0
W. Michigan W, 2-1

@

Detroit
L, 1-0
Robert Morris W, 7•1

@

Home games Pl bold

Miami university Invitational

Miami University lnyitational

34. Sonja Smith 19:10

23. Todd Kohen 26:11
52. Gregg Bartell 27:02
70. Matt Freyhoff 27:40
86. Jeff Welbaum

54. Shelley Bible 20:05
63. Karen Huguenot 20:29
70. Joy Fairchild 20:44
71. Stacey Peck 20:45
79. Kathy Rap on 21 :22
92. Becky Gehl 22:40
94. Krlslti Frankson 22:58

Miami
Buffalo
Indianapolis
New England

NY Jets
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Houston
Jacksonville

Wright State 1nvitatlonal
6. Todd Kohen 26:03
23. Matt Freyhoff 27:05
27. Jeff Welbaum 27:14
62. Jermaine Render 28:29
65. Greg Bartell 28:42
76. T.J. Ovick 29:22
78. Mitch Sweazy 29:28
96. Brian Bloomquist 30:58
106. Ben Matheny 34:38

Wright state Invitational

WOMEN

4p.m.
2p.m.

* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game

7. Sonia Smith 19;51
24. Joy Fairchild 20:42
28. Kartm Huguenot 20:57
38. Stacey Peck 21:17
46. Kathy Rapson 21 :41
73. Secky Gehl 23:12
74. Kristi Frankson 23:13

Detroit 42, Toledo 68, Dayton 86,
Cincinnati 99, WSU 135, Cleveland
153, X~ler 193, Morehead 204, NKU
251, Wittenburg 275, Berea 302,
Tiffin 342

Kansas City
Oakland
Denver
San Diego
Seattle

Morehead 41, xavler 70, Detroit 86,
Cincinnati 105, Wittenburg 126, Berea
146, Wright State 154, Northern
Kentucky 182, Columbus 256, Tiffin
273

·MCC Volleyball Standings and Results
TEAM

MCC Overall

Volleyball results

Loyola
o-o-o 1o-o-o Ohio State
Wright State
0-0..0 10-2-o Navy
Wisconson-Milwaukee o-o-o 5-3-o Valparaiso
Butler

Illinois Chicago
Wisconsin-Green Ba

o-o-o

6•4 -o
0-0-0 5-6·0
0-0-0 _ _
560

0-0-0 2-a..o
~0-0 1-9.-0

Marshall

Ind.Iana

NFC

AFC

Raider Cross Country Result
WOMEN
MEN

Overall

1-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
0-0.:0

New Hampshire
Massachusetts

National Football League

MCC Soccer Standings

MEN

shot of the contest, a penalty kick
late ~n the game, to finish the ~ ~
~
sconng.
Despite losing defender Tiffani
Gover to a broken foot, midfielder
Angie Glueckert to a knee injury
and Julie Davis to a minor leg in
jury, Wright State was able to set a
new mark for shots in a game dur
ing the contest as they booted the
ball toward the net a record 5 1
times.
The old record stood at 47 ver
sus Fi ndlay in 1986.
The Raiders will head to Mas
sachusetts for that school 's soccer
tournament. WSU is slated to take
on New Hampshire 6n Sept. 22 and
Massachusetts Sept. 24

1.::..

0-3

W 3-0
W 3-2
W 3..2

L 0-3

3-0-0
2-1-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
0-2-0

3-0-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
0-3-0

Dallas
Arizona
Philadelphia
Washington
NY Giants

2-1-0

2-1-0 Chicago
2-1-0 Green Bay

2-1-0

2-1-0 Minnesota
1-2-0 Tampa Bay
0-3-0 Detroit

1-2-0
1-2-0
0-3-0

3-0-0 St. Louis

3-0-0
3-0-0
2-1-0

2-1-0 San Fransisco
2-1-0 Atlanta
2-1-0 Carotina
1-2-0 New Orleans

0-3-0

0-3-0

The Browns Report: (Week 3) The Cleveland Browns were
able to overcome the be$t passing defen$e tn the NFL la$t week
as they beat the Houston Oilers 14-7. Browns QB Vtnny
Testaverde finished 10 of 23 tor 147 yards and two touchdowns.
Testavefde now has six scoring passes and only one 1NT on the
season. Cleveland wa$ able to get its running game into gear
against the Oilers as they smashed ahead for a season high 132
yards. Leroy Hoard led the Browns with 88 yards on 20 carries.
Defensively, Cleveland picked off four Will Furrer passes and
held the Oiler$ to 71 yards rushing. Browns $afety Stevoo Moore
intercepted Furrer three ttmes in the first halt. Moore now leads
the NFL With fourtMfts. ·ctevetand oon1e8 home to take on an
otd friend next week as Marty Schottenhelmer and the Kansas
CltY Chiefs come to town for a 4 p.m. showdown at the stadium.
The Bengals Report: (Week 2) What 8engat's fan$ thought was
the SOpemowt Express crashed and bumed 1his past weekend
as the Seahewks outlasted Cincinnati for a 24·21 wtn. Kicker
Doug Pelfry missed a fate field goal to lose the game. The
Bengal's porous defense gave up 406 yards of offense to Seattle,
lnclodlng 143 rushing yards. Seattle 08 Rick Mlrer passed for
279 ya«.ts and two TDs. Cincy 08 Jeff Stake finished 22 of 42 for
286 yards and tWo TD&. atake also led all Bengal rushers with 56
yards on 5 oarrie$. On defense. Cfnclnnatl m;anagEt(f two sacks
and ~n tNT r~tum~ tot a TO by coroerback Rodger Jones. TM
~ , retum to AlVedront n~ week 19. fact the 91J~te at 4 p, m.
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AN~NY SPRING
For The Guardian

Wright State's golf team fared
well at the Murray State University
Collegiate on Sept. 14 and 16, fin
ishing third out of twelve teams.
The Raiders carded a score of
583 in the rain shortened 36 hole
tournament.
Wright State's Joe Moore was
the Raiders low man and the med
alist of the tournament, shooting
scores of71 and 67 for a 138 total,
winning by three strokes.
WSU Coach Fred Jefferson
believes that since Moore is a se
nior he really needs to step up and
take charge.
Moore did step up this past
weekend by shooting 4 under par
on a rough course.
Jefferson said the course was
i~ poor condition due to the hot and
damp weather this past summer.
The pin placement was not
changed for the second round and
that helped the players know where
to shoot at on the green, according

to Jefferson.
Jon Eggelton had two rounds of
73 to finish at 146 and tied for 10th
place.
Scott Belair finished tied for
25th place with 149 strokes.
Finishing in a tie for 29th place
was the Raiders Pete Samborsky
who fired two rounds of 75 for a
total of 150.
Rounding out the scoring for
the Raiders was Jim Henderson
(78, 75) who finished in 40th place
in the tournament.
The Raiders finished ·three
strokes behind the tournament
champion and host, Murray State.
Louisville finished in second
place, one stroke behind the cham
pions.
WSU will be traveling to Mi chi-

gan Sept. 21 to participate in the 54
hole Wolverine Invitational.
"We need to play well up there,"
said Jefferson.
The Raiders will be playing
some tough teams in Michigan, so
this tournament could be an indica
tor as to how the Raiders will do in
the spring.
The Invitational will see a field
of 22 teams.
With such a large draw Wright
State should experience some fierce
competition, especially from the
always tough hometown Wolver
ines.
Jefferson is hoping another solid
effort from his squad, not unlike
the performance they turned in this
past weekend at the Murray State
match.
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This Week in Golf
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What: The Wolverine Invitational
Where: University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, Michigan)
When: Sept. 21-24
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)f
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"· NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
If you are an applicant who
qualifies and are between the ages of
.18 and 27 by February 1, 1996, never
married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be
Ohio's representative at the CBS-nationally televised Miss USA9 Pageant• inFebruarytocompeteforover
$200,000 in cash and prizes. The
Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1996 will
be presented in the Grand Ballroom
of the Columbus Marriott North in
Columbus, Ohio, November 24, 25 &
Miss Ohio USASM
26, 1995. The new Miss Ohio USA,
along with her expense paid trip to
compete in the CBS-nationally televised Miss USA Pageant, will receive
over $2,000 in cash among her many prizes. All ladies interested in
competing for the title must respond by mail. Letters must include 11
reeent1n11psbot, 116rle/6iov11pby, lldllrus and II pbone
num6er. WRITE TO:

1~ MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT ~l'An,m,Produdlon'/.,.;.:_-•\
doTn-S1ateHea<kJ!ar1ers-DeptCA
347 Locust Avenue. WashingtOI\ PA 15301
TriStateHea~rtersPhoneis(412)22~5343
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Applle#ltion DelUlllne Is October 7, 1995

)f

•Miss VSA• P4ge11nl Is p11rl ofIH MIU/Ison Squ11re <i11rtk#f11mlly.

)f

Miu Ohio USA.- Pageant Is "A Carvern Produclltm"
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Need buck s for books?
4a

\.....

-~

DonateoPlasma
Earrt up to $55 in just 7 dc1ys.
Start·saving now and help save ·others at
.

.

(~~ plasma alliance ·

i:y~·

Mon.-Thurs 6 ·a.m.
165 •E. Helena St~
Fri. 6 a ·. m.
Dayton, Oh 45404
SaL 7 a.m.
RTA bus 22
Sun. 8 a .m .
Re eat bonus in effect for return donors .
"peoplebelj)tngpeop!e~'

·

to 9 p.m.
to.8:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

•
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Jobs

20, 1995

Earn $2500 & FREE Spring Break
Trips! Sell 8 trips & go FREE! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida! Spring break
travel! 1-800-678-6386

Free Housing+ Salary to supervise 2
kids for I 1/2 hrs a.m. and p.m.
Beavercreek location. Large private
. living area. No weekends required.
Must have a car. Call for details:
429-1864

CHILD CARE NEEDED in my
south Dayton home for three
children occasional weekday
afternoons and/or eve_nings; Call
439-0558

arch project at the VAHospital. Will
compensate. Call 267-3910, Mon.'"
Fri, 7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

$1750 WEEKLY possible mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. B~gin now. For info call
301/306-1207

$1000 FUNDRAISER! Fraternities,
Sororities & Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00
per application. Call Donna at 1800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.

For Sale
For Sale: 2 yr. old sofa,
multicolored, $250.00 Call 84513 I 5 after 3:00 p.m.
Furniture, Box Springs/Mattresses
from $15, Micr9-wave, Chests,
Dressers, Tables, Chairs, Couches
$40 up, Bicycles, Cedar Chest $85,
Sheets $2,Records, ColorT.V._$95,
Dr. Mattress Furniture &
Collectibles, 340 W. Garland al
Kauffman, next to McDonalds call
878-0455.

? DO YOU ENJOY HELPING
OTHERS? Voca Corporation, a
leader in providing support and
assis.tance for individuals with
developmental disabilities is looking
for several habilitation specialists,
part-time and full-time, all shifts.
You will receive full training, benefits
package, and guaranteed pay
increases. If you would like to know
more please call JAMES

LAPTOP FOR SALE Toshiba
Satellite T 1910 Monochrome Laptop
with Microsoft Windows 3.1 and
Lotus Organizer. 33MHz, 4MB Used
less than 1 yr. All manuals, disks,
and training videotape. New $1,200,
Asking $900. Call 435-8207

Servlices
A BETTER RESUME As a form.er
Personnel Manager, I'll write a very
professional laser-printed resume for
you and coach you on where to get a
list of prospective employers; how
to reach the decision maker, how to
conduct the interview, and how to
negotiate the best salary. Skills you_
will use the rest of your working
days. ·satisfaction guaranteed.
Student discount (mention this ad).
Steve Coleman, A BETTER
RESUME.
278-3242

Career Fair:.
September 27, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5 M, is
_looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business. .

OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on Septembe~ 27, 1995.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair ·call:

1 800 937-0606
or send .resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
.National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

MACINTOSHCOMPUTERforsale.
Complete system including printer
only $49'J. Call l-800-289-5685

KALTENBACH 294-3004

NEVER MISS A PHONE CALL AGAIN.

PAGEN [Eu PAGERS

AT SPECIAL Wsu RATE
OF $9 PER MONTH.
CA~~ BETH AT 391-6700

.~9~.s.. i9~.~
Earn BIG money
1S-2S hours/week

· No weekends

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

GRANT LEE BUFFALO

SATURDAY .OCTOBER 21 • 8PM
RIVERFRONT COLISEUM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT COLISEUM DRIVE-UP TICKET WINDOW
AND ALL Sekd:.a. Se.a.t- OUTLETS
CHARGE BY PHONE 721-1000
ALL ADVANCE TICKETS SUBJECT TO A SERVICE CHARGE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
flfflffl R-- rf ~ C Ii
SUNSHINE PROMOTIONS
llilM .,,e
0 seam
AND CELLAR DOOR

-

ro...

Use Convenient Stadium Parking

Loaders• Unloaders• Dock entry date
Eam tuition assistance for hours
worked
Different shifts to accomodate school
Raises after 30, 90 and one year
Must be at least 18 years of age
Must have your own transportation
roadway package system
7920 Center Point Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
(Take New Carlisle exit from I-709)

SB/236-6774

IRIR/lt•

AOAOWAY ~CKAGI lf)-3 T'EM

EOE and amnnative action employer

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

I COMICS0 GAMES ,-

•

20, 1995
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DARKSTAR
BOOKS &CD1\11CS

WSU's #1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
WSU 's Magic: The Gatherin9 Headquarters

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

Just 3 milts south or WSU on
N. Fairfield Road !

Dark Star ID • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek

427-3213

Correction:
THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

----------

.. ANDTIIIS INflATA~LE,
GLOW IN THE DARI<,
Liff-SIZE JOHN WAYNE

J'UST CONSIDER IT
A "GOIM<r
Of

ovr

I.AWN ORN.6.>1~NT I~
VALUE PRICE A
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11,ompson
43 In the env.
44 "TI1e Black
?
Tulip" author
cover.
46 Colendarabbr.
11 Arca of sha 11 ow 47 Handsome youth
w~tcr
49 SlalOITl course
12 In ne; of
5! •11,at's plenty"

10 Tranquilize
11 "The Silence of
the - "
13 Passe
18 Heir
21 Sawbuck squared?
23 Editor's policy
25 Bran source

14
Dahl ;~ ti!~ao;~c~rd
15 1roquotin
54 Dominions
1anguagc
DOWN
:~ !t.~c~ound?
I Release the
hood?
19 Snitch
20 United nations? 2 Not1hem
22 Dead heat
hemispheres
23 Location
3 Akins or
24 CNN newscaster Caldwell
frank
4 Bad deal from

27
29 Jusl says no
31 Accumulate ·
32 "The Sea Wolr
33 R_evenuc
34 Pirat•~•l

26Consamcd
28 Scull need
30 Firmament
31 Sparkle
35 Call dibs on
39 Uncscot1cd
40 Bear hair
42 Actress

38 ;;:.~ Simpson's
mom
4 1 Prop for Figaro
44 Gossip
45 Paddock pop
48 Without delay
50 Jazzman's Job

mJ• u cs
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15
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32

11
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16

31
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15
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Monty .

5 Concemmg
6 - Comers
("Our Town"
locale)
7 Occupation
8 Copy
9 Elan

~~~~!~

Victoria's Secret's
representatives
will be in
Allyn Hall on Sept. 20
and in the
Student Union
on Oct. 4.
These were listed
incorrectly in last
week's ad.
Please excuse any
inconvenience.

·~•t•on

!:,7;;

36 Bir;
of
th c
A
·
ntc1ope or

Pre-Owned Computers
September
Deal of the Month

New Location
210 North Sl'o~boro Pike~
~est Carrol n, hio 4544
1-75

~
;.;:

kompUSA
Rt741

~
::E

Hllmm

i
90 Day Warranty on all
used Merchandise

I Lowes I

~~$.,.."'~~$

'1'"

!

'\V°'

~c~

$~~

Dayton's Best Used Computer Solution
210 N. Springboro Pike
West Canollton, Ohio 41449
Voice 113-439-4120 Fu 113-439-4644
Your Used Computer Specialists

37

Three Ways to Win
.the Numbers Game.

-

Mathca"d

1·1:

1.

•6 G

2.

3.

Whether you're taking advanced physics or
beginning economics, mastering math·can be
a challenging game. And- we've got at least
three ways to make you a winner. .
1. Let Mathcad do the math so you Ca.I) focus on the concepts.
Mathcad PLUS 6.0, Mathcad 6.0 Student Edition and the Explorations with Mathcad Series will
help you get through the math in all of your COW5eS - from engineering to finance tQ st.atistics.

2. Save 25% Now!
Buy Mathcad PLUS 6.0 or Mat.head 6.0 Stude\}t Edition during our Back-To-&hool Days
and save 26% off regular education prices.

3.

Wm gi:eat prizes in
Math Competition:

the Mathcad World Wide·Web

Visit our Web site (http//www.mathsoft.com), solve our Back-To-School Puzzle, and you
could win the grand pri1.e of your choice - a Pentiwn computer or 80,000 ainniles on
Northwest Airline$- or a runner-up cas~ pme of $500 or $200. ·

VJSit your college bookst.ore or our Web sit.e' today for more details.
Offer erldl October 31, 19115.

Marines
Tbeffllf. Tbe Proad. TbeMllriaa

You
011195. MJIIISoll. Inc All rlgllt1-,.d. tllllll:ad Is I rtgitlltld " - of MalbSolt, ~101 Mli• Strut. t,mblldQt. Mlllldlilllls 02142. 817-577·1017
·

do the learnipg.

Let Mathcad·do the math.

MARINE OFFICER

Empower yourself. For more information, see Captain Rick Burgess
cft Allyn Hall from 9:00 AM - 12:30 PM on October 25, 1995,
or call us at 1-800-338-0741.
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299.99
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Through
September 16

Save•so
Brother word processor has an
easy-to-read 14-in. monitor and
3.&-ln., 1.44 MB MS-0OS compatible
disk drive. Dictionary/thesaurus.

44735
(Mfr.#
SRV1300S)
43025
(Mfr.#
CT-20R12)

Panasonic 2D-ln. TV features the
Panablack system for improved contrast
and color. BIiinguai menus, channel
captioning and programmable remote.

299.99

I

Sears low price

13-in. TV and VCR combo...perfect for
the dorm! Features auto clock set,
on-screen programming, alarm and
front A/V inputs. 1-year/8-event timer.

99.99 ~~

low price

A. CD boom box wlth
AM/FM/cassette, back lit display
and detachable speakers
a. Discman CD player
with rechargeable battery
and headphones
C. CD boom box
with remote control
D. CD boom box
with AM/FM/cassette

Sears low price

Through Sept. 30

Save •10
1.7 cu. ft. compact refrigerator
adjustable cold control, interior shelf
and door shelf for storage flexibiUty.

2.5 cu. ft. compactrefrigerator
adjustable cold control, snding shelves
and tall bottle door storage.

Sharp tabletop stereo features o
3-dlsc CD changer and full logic dual
cassette deck. FREE pocket organizer with
purchase-see store for details

Hi-fi tabletop stereo with 3-disc CD
changer, dual cassette, remote and
3-way speakers. FREE headphones (#94405)
with pur<ahase-see store for details

Kenmore•

/.

;

37710
(Mfr. #9735AT)
/

99.99

119.99

Sears low price

Eureka Boss Plus upright voe has a
10-omp motor and convenient on-board
attachments. Micron air filtration, double
brushes and brushed edge clean.

89120

Sears low prtce

575-watt microwave oven
features quick on, popcorn key.
Compact size is ideal for dorm
rooms and apartments.

58

•

a.

24031
(Mir. #4315)

While
·
quantities last

Special purchase
AT&T 4315 cordless phone.
Compc;mder Circuitry for static free
sound and 10..Channel transmission.

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR.SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
SEARS HAND CENTRAL PRICING PLEDGE: We'll as reduced or as special purchases are at reg . was reduced, or 3) an equal or better Item al the
-meel or beat the competition's current advertised price. Special purchases are not reduced, and are
1
price on the Identical Item. Bring the competition's limited in quantity. Prices do not Include delivery, ri~~J~:ri~l~cc:f! rs~hs~Ta'f o~d°.'rs

~~~~:~tt ~~~~~~g,'s~~r~i: r!f~1i'i~~::. aflc /~~!~
1

"g~J~~::i;~~j

unless specified. lnstallallon .available on many normally at your Sears. IMPORTANT CREDIT DETAILS:
products; see store tor details . Environmental Sales tax, delivery or lnstallallon not Included In
clearance, closeouts and catalogs. Items al most surcharges extra. We try to have adequate stock of monthly payments shown. Actual monthly payment
0
can vary depending on your account balance. $400
~~~:t s:r~~!s !x~usg:g_ia~edi~i,~~:rr~::,-rr;:~r~; ~~;:r~ls;:oi'~:r;"fj :~~ln~~~g~:~ 1 ~~~~ ~cs~~~t'7u~~ minimum
purchase required lo open a SearsCharge
prices unless olhitrwlse stated. Items not described Item at the same percentage discount If the Item PLUS account.
@1995 Sears, Roebuck and Co.
1

on ALL home
fashions•
Include■ bed. bath.
per■onal care appllance ■•
■mall kitchen appllance• and
ready-to-a ■■emble furnlt~re
Sovlnga oll regular prlcea through September 29
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